At AT&T, we’re bringing it all together. We’re helping people connect with advanced mobile services, next-generation TV, high-speed Internet services and smart solutions for businesses. Fast, secure and mobile connectivity – to everything on the Internet, everywhere, at every moment and on every device – is what drives us at AT&T.

If you’re passionate about creating what’s next, our Technology Development Programs can put you at the forefront of innovation. Our Technology Operations track will have you designing, planning, building and maintaining a world-class network while our Emerging Technologies track immerses you in the latest in software, programming and project management. Either way, you’ll gain the well-rounded knowledge and experience you need to build a lifelong career. This is your chance to break new ground and transform the way we do business.

Benefits and Community

Our leaders are an important part of our business. As part of our Management team, your advanced skills are matched with even bigger rewards. It’s our goal to give you everything you need to reach your goals – both in and out of the office.

- Competitive compensation, merit increases and performance bonuses
- 401(k) plan with company match
- Health coverage
- Tuition aid, mentoring programs and development through our award-winning AT&T University
- Employee discounts

People matter — to each other, to our communities, and to our company. This has been one of our core beliefs for 137 years and always will be. Our workforce, our business and the communities that we serve are all stronger because of it.

- Diverse workforce
- Do One Thing sustainability effort
- Employee Resource Groups
- Employee Networks
- Employee Volunteerism
- Aspire Mentoring Academy
- Supporting Our Troops

Innovation

Voltron – How do we answer tough questions like, “How will our network perform during a New York snowstorm?” or “Will your pics post at that sold out concert?” The answer is Voltron, a simulated network in a virtual environment that allows us to prototype and test new technologies – all to find ways to keep you connected.

ForHealth – Imagine a platform that can analyze a user’s sleep and exercise patterns then communicate tips such as: “You run farther on days you’ve slept more than six hours.” ForHealth can provide users with unique and personal insights and recommendations – helping them make better and more informed lifestyle choices that help them achieve their goals.

Car Seat – How do you connect a car? One way is with Car Seat. Sensors in cars are monitored and information is uploaded to AT&T’s secure cloud. Can’t find your car? Need maintenance? Car Seat knows and will send you a text message or email to your phone. Your phone will also alert you if someone inside your car is experiencing dangerous conditions like heat.

Pilgrim – Developed at the AT&T Foundry in Atlanta, Pilgrim makes it simple to integrate “smart” light bulbs and other household items into your everyday life. A single app can monitor and control all your devices on the AT&T network. Forgot to turn off your lights before leaving? Pilgrim knows and takes action, saving you time and money.

AT&T, an ECE Connect partner, supports UT ECE!